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Duo Dolly.
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janitor . auto . cart
Delamo’s new Janitor

Auto Cart offers high-capacity storage and organization with comfortable mobility. The

innovative and ergonomic details paired with the available add on utility accessories help to create an even more efficient
cleaning system. Available in 2 sizes; designed to fit your needs: 8989-3S: 3 Tiers • 8989-2S: 2 Tiers
item
dimensions
units per carton
carton dimension

7
3

8989-3S: 3 Tiers
8989-2S: 2 Tiers
45.5” x 21.88” x 36.75” (2S)
45.5” x 21.88” x 43.75” (3S)

Docking Station:

1

Our Docking station feature locks

39.75” x 22.12” x 15.31” (2S)
39.75” x 22.12” x 18.31” (3S)

all available Delamo wringer

carton weight

45 lbs (2S)
50 lbs (3S)

product origin

assembled in usa

buckets onto the Cart at floor level.
No heavy lifting required; just dock
and go. It features a foot pedal lock
to engage and release the Delamo

2

wringer bucket. It is so easy to use

8

and maneuver! Patent pending.

1
4

5

Works With All
Delamo Wringer
Buckets

6

See sidebar

Accessories Included
(2) Yellow 6-Quart Small Utility Pails
(1) Yellow Utility Caddy
(1) Yellow Vinyl Bag
Additional 6-quart small utility pails in
other colors and yellow utility caddies can
be purchased. All other Janitor Auto Cart
accessories are sold separately.

Shown: 35-Quart Heavy-Duty Side Press Wringer
Bucket Combo (#8035-SP) and Quick Change
Mop (#8711), Lobby Dustpan - #8378, Lobby
Broom - #8363 , Wet Floor Sign - #8011 and
Bowl Mop - #8790. Spray bottles not included.

Scan this QR Code to
assemble your own
Janitor Auto Cart
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Janitor Auto Cart Features

1

Easy Release Liner Lock: The innovative liner lock and release
feature allows the liner to fit neatly inside the vinyl bag. Placement and
removal is simple and fast without the extra hassle. Patent pending.

2

6-Qt. Small Utility Pails: Our 6-quart small utility pails hold cleaning

Duo Dolly
Duo Dolly is just that. Now you can use the Duo Dolly to attach
any thread based trash can or any manufactures’ wringer bucket
combo. This dual function dolly is designed for the Delamo Auto
System (Auto Dolly and Janitor Auto Carts).

solution, micro-cloths and other supplies. 2 Pails are included with your
purchase of the Janitor Auto Cart.

3

Comfort Cart Handle Grip: The handle grip design provides the
user with increased movement control and comfort.

4

Secure Utility Storage: Built in storage clips and openings around
the cart provide easy access to a variety of cleaning instruments including
mops, brooms and lobby dustpans.

5

Safety Floor Sign Storage: Holds up to eight add-on safety signs.

6

Durable Leak-Proof Vinyl Bag: Made with durable vinyl and
zippered for convenient access to trash liner.

7

Storage Bins/Drawer: Add on durable storage bins provide extra
space for cleaning tools and products. Easy access from either side of the
Janitor Auto Cart.

8

Utility Caddy: Removable Janitor Utility Caddy has molded in grooves
for neat trigger bottle placement and built-in storage for a bowl mop. Also,
additional space for cart supplies and tool organization. Caddy is included
with your purchase of the Janitor Auto Cart.

Dozens of combinations for every task — use a regular and recycled waste
can for one person trash collection, or a full size waste can and Janitor
cart, or other existing tools and more.
item
dimensions
units per carton
carton dimension

8804
23.38” x 20.38” x 6.75”
2
23.13” x 8.63” x 23”

carton weight

14.4 lbs

product origin

made in usa

Docked to Janitor Auto Cart

Easy Release Liner Lock:
The innovative liner lock and release feature allows the liner to fit neatly
inside the vinyl bag. Placement and removal is simple and fast without

®

the extra hassle. Patent pending.

Docked to Auto
Dolly
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Patent Pending
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Auto Cart
Yellow Vinyl Bags
8989-35-3S: 35” long vinyl bag for 3 tier cart (3S) –
35.5 gallon capacity. 8989-27.5-2S: 27.5” long vinyl
bag for 2 tier cart (2S) – 28 gallon capacity.
item
dimensions
weight
product origin

8989-35-3S
8989-27.5-2S
35” x 9.84” x 18.11” (3S)
27.5” x 10” x 18” (2S)
1.5 lbs (3S)
1.3 lbs (2S)
made in usa
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Auto Cart
Storage Bin/Drawer
Add storage to Janitor Auto Cart. 32-quart capacity
bin, slides conveniently from both sides.
item
dimensions
weight
units per carton
carton dimension
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8991
18.25” x 14.13” x 10.75”
3.2 lbs
2
18.25” x 14.25” x 12.19”

carton weight

8.0 lbs

product origin

made in usa

®

®
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Auto Cart
Utility Caddy
Durable Caddy Organizer. Features cup holder
placement for sprayers, quart bottles, cleaning tools
and more. Designed for Auto Cart and universal use.

item
dimensions
weight
units per carton
carton dimension

8990
16.63” x 9.75” x 8”
1.9 lbs
2
16.88” x 10” x 10.12”
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6-Quart Small Utility Pail
®

6-quart capacity square shape pail. For sanitizing or
cleaning solutions and other supplies. Color coded
to help organize and prevent cross contamination.
Available in Yellow (-Y), Red (-R), Blue (-B) and Green
(-G). Labeling is available.
item
dimensions
weight
units per carton
carton dimension

8006

7171 Telegraph Road

8.63” x 8.25” x 7.25”

Montebello, CA 90640 | USA

0.5 lbs
6
8.75” x 8.75” x 13.38”
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carton weight

4.7 lbs

carton weight

3.8 lbs

product origin

made in usa

product origin

made in usa
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